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QRX Technology Group Partners with Diligen to Bring Artificial Intelligence to Document
Review
TORONTO, Oct. 01, 2018 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE)  QRX Technology Group, a national provider of print management and data storage solutions, has
partnered with Diligen, a leading artificial intelligence (AI)based contract assistant, to bring the power of machine learning to help its customers
innovate their document management and document workflow processes.
Using Diligen, customers of QRX, which include more than half of the law firms in Canada, will be able to automate and speed up the manual and
tedious process of analyzing documents while maintaining high standards of accuracy and quality.
According to David Vyse, QRX’s Director of Document Workflow Solutions, “The AI system available through our partnership with Diligen will serve
key customer needs now and into the future. Our customers can easily leverage machine learning capabilities to enhance a legacy solution within
their current infrastructure and quickly realize the benefits of AI to make the data within their contracts more useable. Using this system, customers
can rapidly identify and extract key information in hundreds or thousands of documents.”
“QRX has been in the document business for more than 30 years and is prioritizing its services and solutions around the areas of document security,
document management, document workflow, and automation. The partnership is a natural extension of the Diligen product, helping legal customers
gain better insights into their documents,” said Laura van Wyngaarden, CoFounder and COO of Diligen.
From small legal teams to the largest law firms in the world, Diligen is a contract assistant powered by AI that provides high quality contract review,
helping to cut review time in half by automatically identifying key provisions, generating summaries and helping teams manage the contract review
process.
For more information, visit www.diligen.com.
About QRX
QRX Technology Group is a national provider of print management and data storage solutions serving top corporations, institutions and government
since 1989. The group represents all major OEM manufacturers and offers a complete selection of ink/toner, media, and paper products. QRX
Technology also provides printing and imaging equipment sales, service, and allinclusive Managed Print Service (MPS) solutions. Proudly Canadian,
the group has its head office in Toronto and regional offices in major cities to service customers from coast to coast. For more information about
QRX, please visit http://www.qrxtech.com/.
About Diligen
For law firms and legal teams, Diligen reduces the burden of painstaking contract review and allows lawyers to focus time on work that requires
judgement. Diligen helps firms show their clients that they are trimming the fat on monthly billable hours by reducing time spent on due diligence and
contract review. Diligen allows law firms needing to manage costs on fixed rate projects to focus on adding value to clients without writing off
thousands of hours on contract review. Diligen augments manual contract review processes for faster, higher accuracy results. Diligen allows small
legal teams to tackle the increased volume of contract review without adding additional resources or requiring current resources to work around the
clock. Diligen enables junior associates to focus on higher billable tasks without compromising the speed or quality of critical contract review work.
For more information about Diligen, please visit www.diligen.com.
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